Drive Time English: Intermediate Level
Learn English while you commute, run errands, or exercise! The experts at Living Language have developed an all-audio English language course that makes maximizing your time easy. Drive Time English is an intermediate-advanced level ESL program that will help you master English vocabulary, English grammar, English pronunciation, and English conversation without a book! This innovative, simple English course includes exercises, clear explanations, examples, and real conversational practice you can use to learn and improve your English.
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**Customer Reviews**

I wanted to reinforce my English and did not have enough time to take a course of anything else. I chose this product because it is usable while driving. I absolutely love it. It is very useful and instructive. I play it every time I drive and each time I learn something new. I am going to by the advanced level after finishing this one. I have only one recommendation to make it better: make pauses after each statement to give a short time to the listener to repeat.

EXCELLENT ESL tool for listening and pronunciation -- on the audible site ratings are strangely low, so I was inspired to offer my two cents here. I have been teaching all levels of ESL to native-Japanese and native-Spanish speakers for decades, and was delighted to find this resource for intermediate/advanced learners. It’s exactly what I’d have been looking for if I’d believed it existed: I actually thought such a program, to deal with some of the knottier pronunciation challenges in English, might be impossible to create. It gives sophisticated but useful explanations.
for why many elements work the way they do, relates well to current speech-training vocabulary and
is very reassuring for all of us who get alarmed over all the exceptions-to-rules in the English
language. I would say the content and pacing is just about PERFECT for listening (and repeating
aloud) in the car.

not so interesting, kind of boring.
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